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to remembering 
 
today I remembered the alchemy within 
that breast bone belief in self 
the secret yearning to walk that line 
where danger thrilled cells hum  
to the sound of voice shrill screaming 
atop the roller coaster of wanting 
the forbidden     believing it necessary 
to ignore red lights flashing caution to the wind 
the downward spiral    rails clacking 
head back    neck open    hands holding tight 
it takes a strong body to face danger in this way 
so when my niece asked me to go on that ride 
I said yes    knowing it would later hurt 
I just wanted to share one last ride with her 
to pretend I can still do it     but only with her 
I just wanted her to know that part of me  
 
                                          that we are so alike 
 
risk    reward not just a formula but rather 
a calculation of desire against vulnerability 
once so much easier to do with a strong body 
a neck that does not ache    now peril around every corner 
that Coney Island ride downsized to accommodate need for safety 
the length shorter     less time for gravity to take hold 
than Catherine the Great had in mind  
pulled up that wooden hill    again and again 
at the top we take a breath     leave everything to chance 
I just wanted my niece to know I was once fearless 
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